ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recently, computing speed and memory capacity have increased greatly. With personal computer or mobile multimedia devices such as smart phone, personal digital assistant, notebook, and so on, one can connect to the Internet and surf to get, copy, browse, and transmit digital information easily. Demand for multimedia information such as text, document, images, music, and video has also increased according to the rapid advance in multimedia consumer products or devices.
Mostly text-based search services have been provided rather than multimedia information search services such as music video that requires huge memory and a high computational load. Digitized multimedia information is searched at the sites which are connected through the Internet and used for various multimedia applications. Different from text-based information, it is relatively difficult to generate keywords for search of multimedia information. Also automatic interpretation of image or video is a big challenge. Text-based information can be analyzed and understood by simply recognizing characters themselves, while it is a challenging problem to develop a general algorithm that can analyze and understand nontext-based information such as video, photos, and music that are produced under various conditions. The text-based search services have a limit on the amount of information because of the rapid spread of multimedia consumer products or devices and the Internet. The huge amount of digital multimedia contents available today in digital libraries and on the Internet requires effective tools for accessing and browsing visual data information. Video is composed of many scenes each of which involves one story unit. This story unit consists of many shots that contain visual content elements. We can understand the story by recognizing these elements. Thus, content elements are very important to summarize or retrieve video sequences. Shot boundary detection (SBD) is an essential step to efficient video search and browsing, and thus a large number of SBD methods have been presented. Most SBD methods are reasonably effective for specific types of video they are developed for, however it is noted that a single SBD method using a simple low-level image feature cannot work for all types of scene boundaries, especially for general video sequences as human viewers can do. Most of existing SBD methods has drawbacks in processing video that contains rapid illumination changes or fast moving objects and background [12] .
As a solution to these problems and for efficient search, storage, and management of videos, SBD and video content based indexing methods that group similar shots have been developed. SBD finds shot boundaries of scene changes and splits a video into a number of video segments. For SBD, features extracted from a given video include intensity/color difference, motion vector (MV), texture, and so on. For performance improvement, more than two features are combined to give reliable results that are robust to illumination change and abrupt or complex motion. Video indexing is performed by computing similarities between input video and representative key frames selected among shots.
For efficient video indexing of fast-motion video, this paper uses our previous work on SBD [12, 15] . Our previous SBD method uses the modified intensity difference and MV features for fastmotion video containing motion blur. The similarity between key frames extracted from detected shots is computed using the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) that is invariant to size and illumination change. By using the computed similarity as a measure to group similar shots, a video is decomposed into a number of meaningful scenes, in which a number of frames including the key frame are used for robustness to motion blur or rotation of objects in a scene.
The main contributions of the paper are: (i) object based shot grouping using the SIFT descriptor, and (ii) shot change detection and video indexing for fast-motion video using motion information. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews on SBD and video indexing. Section 3 proposes a video indexing method using our previous SBD methods for fast-motion video. Section 4 gives experimental results of video indexing and discussions. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusion of the paper.
RELATED WORK: SBD AND VIDEO INDEXING
Compared with other multimedia information, video requires huge memory storage and contains a vast amount of information as well. By character recognition, text-based information can be easily and heuristically retrieved and understood. However, video analysis is much more complex than text analysis and there exists no generic video analysis technique that successfully deals with a variety of videos that vary depending on the intent of video producer. There are a number of existing video analysis methods with their performance limited on the specific application. Shot detection is used to enhance the performance of video analysis by decomposing a complex video into a number of simple video segments.
SBD
Video consists of a number of scenes of different content and scene is composed of a number of shots, in which shot is a basic unit of content and consists of a number of frames. Figure 1 shows a hierarchical structure of video: video, scene, shot, and frame. SBD represents finding boundaries of shots, i.e., basic units of content. SBD methods are classified into two categories depending on the features used: frame difference and motion information, each of which will be described in more detail. 
SBD Using Frame Difference Measure
For SBD, the simplest low-level one among various features extracted from input video is the sum of absolute frame differences (FDs) of pixel intensities. Every shot has different objects, people, and background, where shot boundary is defined as the frame at which change occurs. Using this characteristic, the sum of absolute FDs is used to find the shot boundary. Between successive frames k and
k is defined as [1, 2] where
This measure is computationally fast and gives satisfactory SBD results for video with slow object/camera motion, however, produces incorrect results for video containing fast motion or abrupt illumination change.
To solve the problem, a SBD method using the displaced frame difference (DFD) measure is used. It gives better result robust to motion of objects or people than the method using the FD measure, however, still gives inaccurate result for video with illumination change and abrupt motion.
SBD Using Motion Information
Motion information is another low-level feature for SBD. An improved method [3] uses motion estimation (ME) to avoid performance degradation of SBD methods by motions. This approach considers both object and camera motions, however, still shows degraded SBD performance for
fast-motion video such as sports clip. Other motion-based SBD methods [5] , [17] , [18] consider dominant or global camera motions and detect shot boundaries by finding abrupt changes in dominant motions. Each shot has relatively similar motions of objects, people, and camera. Usually camera motion is relatively the same between frames within a shot and abruptly changes between shots. This characteristic of content change between shots can be used for SBD, e.g., by block matching algorithm (BMA) [4] and spatial temporal slice [5] .
BMA and optical flow can compute motion of small objects or people between video frames, thus they can predict object motion in successive frames and detect shot boundaries as the frames at which abrupt motion occurs. On the contrary, spatial temporal slice method focuses on detecting camera motion. Figure 2 shows SBD computed by the spatial temporal slice method, where the horizontal direction represents time index and each vertical line denotes the intensity of the pixels on the slice lying across the image frames. Although motion based SBD methods consider global (camera) or local (object) motions, the performance is sensitive to object or camera motion. The image frames in a video sequence are easily blurred by fast motion, and the conventional features computed from the blurred images are not effective or reliable for determining whether the frame is a shot boundary or not. In video with fast motion of object or people and rapid illumination change, shot boundary is detected incorrectly with large discontinuity measure (computed using low-level image features such as color, edge, shape, motion, or their combinations) similar to that of correct shot boundary. In this case, it is difficult to select an optimum threshold for SBD. For example, if threshold is set to a low value, shot boundaries are incorrectly detected with ambiguous discontinuity measure values (false detection). On the contrary, if threshold is set to a high value, true shot boundaries are missed (miss detection). Also an adaptive SBD algorithm was proposed to detect not only abrupt transitions, but also gradual transitions [16] .
In this paper, instead of changing threshold adaptively, our previous SBD approach [12] is used, in which motion based features were developed for SBD especially in the presence of fast moving objects/background. The paper addresses the problem of false/miss detection of shot boundaries in fast-motion video and presents a new algorithm that can overcome the problem. The algorithm reduces the possibility of miss/false detection using the motion-based features: the modified DFD and the blockwise motion similarity.
Key Frame Detection
Key frame denotes the frame that represents content contained in the shot. Shot is assumed to contain no abruptly appearing or disappearing objects or people. Thus, rather than using all the frames, only a small number of key frames containing distinctive objects or people can be efficiently used for video indexing, which reduces data redundancy and does not require a high computational load.
A simple and common method for selecting key frames [3] is to choose the frame in the middle of the shot. Another method is to find start and end frames of the shot, or to select frames by uniform sampling of frames. However, this method uses fixed sampling interval of frames, thus has a drawback that it does not consider which frame is capable of representing the shot effectively. If the sampling interval is small, many key frames are selected and thus can describe content detail of the video with a high computational load. On the contrary, with a large sampling interval, a small number of key frames may miss the frame containing distinctive objects or people. Various key frame extraction methods for video summary were reviewed and compared based on the method, data set, and the results [6] . A feature-based key frame extraction method for structuring low quality video sequences was presented [7] . Also, a spatial-temporal approach based key frame extraction method was developed [8] .
Video Indexing
Video indexing is defined as the automatic process of content-based classification of video data.
In general video indexing [3] , video is decomposed into a number of shots by SBD and video indexing is performed by computing the similarity between shots using the similarity of key frames that are representative frames of shots. In computing the similarity between key frames, features such as pixel intensity/color, motion information, shot length, and distance between shot boundaries are used. A video indexing method based on a spatio-temporal segmentation was proposed, in which salient regions are used as scene descriptors for video indexing [9] . A novel active learning approach based on the optimum experimental design criteria in statistics was also presented [10] . The computed similarities between key frames are represented as similarities between shots by a semantic representation method [11] .
VIDEO INDEXING
This section proposes a video indexing method. For video indexing application, a SBD method for fast-motion video, which was proposed by the same authors [12, 15] , is reviewed and its application to video indexing is presented.
SBD for Fast-Motion Video
This paper uses a SBD method proposed for fast-motion video [15] , which employs two features [12] : motion similarity measure and modified DFD that compensates for the FD error caused by object or camera motion. The discontinuity measure used for SBD is a combination of two measures. Two measures are briefly reviewed.
Motion Similarity Measure
Shot boundary is determined as the frame at which motion directions of objects/people and background change abruptly. The same or similar shots contain usually smooth motion flow of objects/people and background whereas different ones have different objects/people and background. In [15] , a blockwise motion similarity was proposed by detecting changes in motion directions of the matched macroblocks (MBs) in three successive frames using the BMA.
The similarity measure of the motion direction at MB i is defined as at frame k is defined as the average of :
represents the total number of non-overlapping MBs in a frame, with
denoting the frame size and MB size, respectively. The motion similarity ) (k MS is larger if more block pairs at frame k have similar motion directions in a shot.
Modified DFD
The DFD has been widely used as a measure of discontinuity, because motion-based difference defined between two successive frames is a more efficient feature than other intensity-based features [13] . 
k and u and v denote horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively, with
at frame k is computed by averaging the blockwise DFDs:
where i u and i v signify the horizontal and vertical components of the MV for MB , i respectively, and b N denotes the number of MBs at frame . k The DFD value at shot boundary is high whereas low at non-shot boundary. It is a useful feature for video sequences with slow motions of objects/people and relatively uniform illumination. However, the DFD value obtained from fastmotion sequences such as action movies or sports clip is too ambiguous for accurate SBD because blur produced by fast motion gives large ME errors. Most sequences in fast-motion video are somewhat blurred because the exposure time of video camera is long enough to produce blurring, in which motion blur cannot be ignored.
We assume that the DFD in a motion-blurred image is larger than that in a non-blurred image, and that the larger the motion magnitude, the larger the DFD. To get a DFD value for accurate SBD, a modified DFD [15] is used, in which the motion magnitude term and the distribution of the DFD value that is computed in a sliding window with size of In [15] , it is observed that the magnitude of the normalized framewise DFD ) (
due to fast motion is reduced to some degree, while that due to shot boundaries is not significantly affected. Therefore, it is noted that the normalization decreases ambiguous values that give false classification in fast-motion video and reduces the possibility of false detection at shot boundaries. We can reduce miss detection by choosing shot boundary candidates that satisfy the following condition:
where 1 C is an empirically selected constant. In most of the video sequences, it is found that, at a shot boundary , k the DFD ) (k d is usually maximum among the consecutive N frames and the average value of the framewise DFDs in three frames around the shot boundary k is substantially larger than those of N frames. In this case, ) (k d is not normalized just to enhance the chance of being detected as a shot boundary.
Discontinuity Measure and Rules for SBD
Through experiments with various test video sequences, both the modified DFD and the motion direction similarity measure are shown to be highly effective for SBD of fast-motion video. Next, a measure of discontinuity based on the combination of the two features [15] is used:
where C 2 is a constant that determines the rate of decrease of Z(k) by the motion similarity at shot boundaries. Equation (8) shows that the discontinuity measure Z(k) is large when two features change abruptly whereas small when they have little change. This different characteristic of the discontinuity measure can be utilized for separation of shot boundaries from non-shot boundaries and to reduce the ambiguity in SBD. A sliding window is used to consider the temporal variation of the discontinuity measure. We can determine shot boundaries using following detection rules:
If the discontinuity measure at frame k satisfies detection rules, it is assumed that an abrupt shot change occurs at frame k. The first detection rule in equation (9) finds shot boundary candidates whereas the second one in equation (10) prevents gradual cuts from being selected.
Key Frame Extraction
Different shots contain different objects, people, and background. Although we cannot recognize them and thus do not know what objects are contained in each shot, we can detect shot boundaries by perceiving the sudden changes of visual content elements. The SIFT [14] matches the query image with one of the training images. In SBD, a training image corresponds to the reference frame and the query image is the current frame. It is assumed that the number of matched points is large between successive frames within the same shot, whereas that at the shot boundary is zero or much smaller than that within the same shot. Thus, the number of matched points is used as a criterion for SBD [15] .
The key idea in SBD methods using low-level features is that image attributes or property change abruptly between shots, for example, conventional SBD methods find abrupt changes in color histogram or object/camera motions. In this paper, we investigate the discontinuity of local image features such as those extracted from objects, people, and background at shot boundaries. It is not unreasonable to assume that local image features should be continuously recognizable within the same shot whereas a discontinuity occurs between successive shots. To detect shot boundaries, discontinuities are detected by extracting and matching the SIFT feature points that can efficiently represent objects, people, and background in successive video frames. In this paper, we use the SIFT for establishing feature-based correspondences between two successive frames rather than performing segmentation and matching of objects in successive frames. With many test video sequences, it is observed that the SIFT features are continuously detected from objects, people, and background, and then matched within the same shot, whereas they go through abrupt changes over different shots. We establish feature point correspondences using the point set P k extracted from the reference frame k and the point set P k+l detected at the current frame k+l, where l denotes the frame distance between the reference and current frames and is to be selected depending on the type of shot boundaries: hard-cut and gradual-transition such as panning, tilting, and fade in/out. Two points are assumed to be correctly matched if a matched point p k+l (p k+l ∈P k+l ) is located within a square window at the current frame k+l, where p k (p k ∈P k ) is a center point of a window. For reduction of the computational complexity, the modified SIFT can be used [15] . SBD using SIFT features has a drawback that its performance is degraded for images or videos blurred by fast motion or containing uniform regions such as sky. Also if rotation of objects is larger than some value, e.g., 30 degrees, matching by SIFT features gives incorrect results. This section presents a key frame extraction method that prevents performance degradation caused by drawbacks of the SIFT. key frames are defined in each shot. This key frame extraction method can prevent the performance degradation of the SIFT caused by motion blur or rotation of objects. Selection of more than one key frame gives result robust to three-dimensional (3-D) rotation of objects, because if objects or people move, then observation of several successive frames gives 3-D information of objects or people. 
Video Indexing
This section proposes a video indexing method, in which the SIFT [15] is applied to key frames that are extracted between shot boundaries detected by the SBD method [12] . Video indexing is to automatically classify video content using features extracted from video. As explained previously,
a scene, which is a unit of content representation in video, consists of a number of shots. Figure 4 shows two example structures of scenes consisting of general shots, in which scene 1 consists of shot a and shot b whereas scene 2 is composed of shot c, shot d, and shot e. Generally, different shots have different objects, people, and background [15] , however, within a limited range of frames the same objects or people can be contained in different shots. Also, between different scenes, different objects and people are contained. The SIFT is applied to ) 1 (  k N key frames to compute the similarity between key frames detected by the SBD method [12] , where it is assumed that there exist the same or similar objects, people, or background in two key frames. If the number of matched points (i.e., key points) is larger than threshold, it is assumed that the same or similar objects, people, or background are contained in these key frames. Then, key frames are grouped by the similarity (i.e., by the number of matched points) computed using the SIFT. By grouping similar shots, a scene is constructed.
Using the SIFT, this paper detects different objects and people by comparing SIFT feature points that are contained in key frames within the limited range of shots. The SIFT is robust to scale change of objects, however, is sensitive to motion blur and 3-D rotation of objects. Thus, in each shot, we first detect the key frame with the lowest amount of motion and select k N adjacent frames, i.e., a total of
key frames are selected in each shot. For fast-motion video, k N adjacent frames gives blurred or rotated versions of the object in the key frame with the lowest amount of motion, thus similarity computation between shots gives accurate results by using additional k N frames adjacent to the key frame with the lowest amount of motion. Similarity computation between key frames is performed by matching feature points detected by the SIFT. It is difficult to select appropriate value of shot range .
2 N For example, if the same objects, people, or background occur frequently in video, large 2 N gives a high probability that a large number of frames (or a number of the same/similar shots) are merged together into the same scene. Otherwise, a scene contains relatively different shots. In this paper, empirical value of 20 2  N is used, as used in existing methods.
To explain the procedure of the proposed method more clearly, a pseudo code is shown in the following;
Step 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents experimental results and discussions of the proposed video indexing method, in which SBD is performed using our previous SBD method based on blockwise motionbased features [12] . Experimental procedure and results of SBD are described briefly first, followed by experimental results of video indexing.
Our previous SBD method for fast-motion video is applied to seven test videos as used in [12] , which consist of 8,000-15,000 frames sampled at 24 frames per second (fps), and a full search BMA is used to estimate blockwise MV. For each sequence, a human observer identifies the shot boundaries as the ground truth. The problem of SBD using low-level image features such as color or motion information is inherently heuristic and it is not easy to mathematically justify the optimal selection of parameter values. With the test video sequences used, the parameter set (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) that minimizes the detection error is experimentally selected as (3.1, 1.5, 6). The size k N of a temporal sliding window is defined as the maximum size that does not exceed the average shot length [4] , in which the optimal size of k N =12 is experimentally selected. Note that our previous SBD algorithm gives high detection performances for all test sequences used in experiments, because of the motion-based discontinuity measure that is suitable for detecting shot boundaries in fast-motion video such as action movies or sports clip [12] .
Using SBD results, the performance of the proposed video indexing method is shown. Figures 6-10 show experimental results of five test videos by the proposed video indexing method, in which shot grouping results are illustrated. Horizontal and vertical axes show shot indices, and the number of matched key points between two shots, i.e., the similarity between two shots, is illustrated in two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D representations. In each figure, similarity between two shots are represented as gray value, e.g., the similarity between shots 10 and 20 is represented as gray level at (10, 20) . The darker, the larger the similarity between two shots. Note that dark points gather mostly along the diagonal line, i.e., large similarity exists between adjacent shots.
Video indexing is performed using test videos with shot detection results shown in [12] . For example, test video 1 consists of 131 shots and similarity between each pair of shots is shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) , in 2-D and 3-D plots, respectively. Large similarity values occur along the diagonal line, i.e., adjacent shots have large similarity values. As observed from the 2-D and 3-D plots of similarity, shots between 85 and 95 have large similarity values. If the similarity value is larger than the pre-specified threshold value, then these 11 shots can be combined together as the same scene as shown in Figure 4 . Representation of scene structure of test video 1 depends on the parameter values such as the number of adjacent frames in key frame detection Different video indexing methods have many heuristic parameters, depending on characteristics of test video and applications. Due to different heuristics used in each video indexing method, it is difficult to compare experimental results of the proposed video indexing method with existing video indexing methods.
In the proposed algorithm, computational steps such as ME, detection of SIFT feature descriptors, and matching between SIFT descriptors are performed. Among them the most computationally expensive step is ME, in which computational complexity is O(n), where n is the number of frames in video.
In summary, this paper proposes a video indexing method suitable for fast-motion video with motion blur or rotation of objects. For SBD, a number of frames adjacent to the key frame with the lowest amount of motion are used in the SIFT feature matching for robustness to motion blur due to fast motion or to 3-D rotation of objects in frames.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an efficient video indexing method for fast-motion video. First, an SBD method robust to fast motion is used, in which two motion-based features such as the modified DFD based on the BMA and the blockwise motion similarity are used. Then, a number of key frames are detected in each shot and applied to video indexing using the SIFT feature matching, which is robust to size and illumination change. The proposed video indexing algorithm gives good results because SBD based on motion similarity information and modified DFD is performed by considering motion of objects, people, and background. Future research will focus on developing a SBD method that is effective for different types of shot boundaries and on the investigation of a shot grouping method that effectively summarizes the fast-motion content.
